
NOTES:

1. Second or Subsequent Offences: Where a member has been found guilty of an Offence and then commits the same Offence on a second or subsequent

occasion within two (2) years of the expiration of the Suspension issued in respect of the previous Offence, the second or subsequent Offence will incur

a penality 1 Level Higher.

2. Not withstanding the above,  giving rise to the Red Card was committed against a Match Official, the Maximum penalties recommended may be elevated

to reflect a penalty no more 1 Level Higher.

3. A Suspension greater than the applicable Maximum Suspension may be imposed by the Excutive Body, only in Exceptional Circumstances, that must be 

detailed in the Determination.

4. The Judiciary Committee may refer any case to the Special Purposes Committee where appropiate.

RI

              Serious Foul Play Typically, but not limited to, tackles or challenges on an opponent with the ball

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

          2 Match Suspension            3 Match Suspension             4 Match Suspension         4- 6 Match Suspension     5 or more Match Suspension 

Late or Mistimed tackle or Conduct that endangers the Conduct that endangers the Conduct that endangers the Conduct that endangers the 

footballing action with little safety of an opponent in safety of an opponent in a safety of an opponent in a safety of an opponent in  contest

to no risk of causing injury. contest for the ball and has for the ball and has some risk contest for the ball and has for the ball and  poses any

some risk of causing light to of causing Moderate to Serious High Risk of causing Moderate realistic risk of causing severe

moderate injury. injury or High risk of causing to Serious Injury to extreme injury.

light to moderate injury.
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R2

          VIOLENT CONDUCT Typically, but not limited to,  the use or attempted use of excessive force against another person when not challenging 

for the ball

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

           2-3 Match Suspension        3 or 4 Match Suspension         4-5 Match Suspension         4-6 Match Suspension         5 or Match Suspension

Pushing, shoving or holding, Striking or attempting to Active involvement in a melee Instigating a Melee or Brawl, Violent conduct leading to high

no escalation, no risk of injury strike with low to moderate or Brawl. Striking with entering an ongoing Melee or risk of injury, including but not

force, holding or grappling sufficient force to pose a Brawl, escalating the limited to strikes directed

in such a way as to prevent real risk of causing injury. violence of a Melee or Brawl towards opponent's head,face

the other person from or prolonging it. Travelling or gential area. Strikes to cause

leaving the situation from a significant distance in significant injury, or actions that

order to commit any Level 2 or has caused actual harm or injury

Low Risk of Injury Level 3 offence.

R3

SPITS AT AN OPPONENT

OR ANY OTHER PERSON

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

            4 Match Suspension 4 - 6 Match Suspension 5 or more Match Suspension 

Left blank purposely Left blank purposely Spitting inadvertently at or Intentional act of spitting at Intentional act of spitting on or

towards another person  or towards another person at another person where 

spittle makes contact with 

a person's body or attire.
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R6

USING OFFENSIVE, INSULTING

OR ABUSIVE LANGUAGE 

AND / OR GESTURES

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

          2 Match Suspension          3 Match Suspension           4- Match Suspension             4-6 Match Suspension 5 or more Match Suspension

Using offensive, insulting or Incitement to violence, or Theatening or imtimidating Use of Discriminatory, 

abusive language and / or repeated use of offensive Left Blank Purposely language and / or conduct Homophobic, Racist Religious,

gestures to another person, language and / or gestures directed towards another  ethnic or sexist language and/ or

directed at or towards person. gestures.

another person  Threat of violence directed at or

towards a person or their 

 family or property. 

R4 -  Denies the opposition team a Goal or an Obvious Goal

scoring opportunity by deliberately handling the Ball (This

does not apply to a Goalkeeper within his own penality area) ALL INCUR A MANDATORY ONE (1) MATCH SUSPENSION

R5 - Denies an obvious Goal scoring opportunity to an 

opponent moving towards the player's Goal by an offense

punishable by a free kick or a penality kick.

R7 - Receives a second caution in the same Match
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